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Measurements of the sound velocities, heat capacities, magnetic susceptibilities, and electrical resistivities of
single crystals of MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi were performed in the temperature range 2.5–300 K and the elastic
constants were calculated. The temperature dependence of the mentioned quantities reveals nontrivial features,
reflecting specifics of magnetic and electron subsystems in these materials.
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PACS number共s兲: 62.20.de, 65.40.Ba

The intermetallic compounds MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi with
a cubic B20 crystal structure of space group P213 have attracted much attention over decades due to their remarkable
magnetic and electrical properties.
MnSi is an itinerant magnet with a Curie point of about
29 K. The space group P213 allows nonzero value of the
Dzyaloshinski-Moria term in energy, which causes a long
wave modulation of magnetic spin structure in MnSi.1–3 Correspondingly magnetic order in MnSi was identified as a
long period ferromagnetic spiral or helical spin structure
with a pitch of 180 Å 共q = 0.035 Å−1兲.4 The magnetic phase
transition in MnSi was extensively studied 共see, for instance,
Refs. 5–12 and literature references therein兲.
Nevertheless, some remarkable properties of the phase
transition in MnSi are not understood. In particular, some
quantities, such as thermal-expansion coefficient, heat capacity, and temperature coefficient of resistivity display welldefined anomalies on the high-temperature side of their corresponding peaks at the phase transition.10–12 The nature of
these anomalies still remains a puzzle.
FeSi, a strongly correlated semiconductor, having a small
energy gap of about 0.05 eV at low temperature, reveals
metallic properties above 100 K.13–17 Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy demonstrates the disappearance of an
energy gap in FeSi at high temperatures.18–20 One of the
intriguing features of the physical properties of FeSi is the
growth of its magnetic susceptibility at temperatures above
100 K, which reaches a broad maximum at 500 K, followed
by Curie-Weiss behavior at higher temperatures. Its electrical
conductivity also rises steeply in the same temperature interval as the magnetic susceptibility. No magnetic ordering in
FeSi has been found at any temperature.21
CoSi is a diamagnetic semimetal with very high residual
resistivity, implying existence of a fairly large number of
defects.22 It was widely studied as a potential material for the
thermoelectric applications.22–24 Electronic properties of
MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi are generally well in agreement with
the band structure and density-of-state calculations 共see, for
instances, Refs. 25–28兲 though the gap closing in FeSi is not
reproduced in the calculations. So a comparative study of
silicides of the transition metals is important for better understanding of physics of FeSi.
Although the compounds under study display a range of
properties their lattice parameters change very little, consis1098-0121/2010/82共15兲/155124共6兲

tent with the trend in metallic radii for Mn, Fe, and Co.29 All
these facts tell us that the total energies of these substances
are not sensitive to the details of their electron and magnetic
structures. However, as is shown below the specifics of the
macroproperties of these silicides can be observed through
the second derivatives of the total energy with respect to
deformation, i.e., their elastic properties.
We report here results of studies of the sound velocities,
heat capacities, magnetic susceptibilities, and electrical resistivities of single crystals of MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi. Some our
data for MnSi have been already published in Refs. 10–12.
They are partly reproduced here for the comparison purpose.
The single crystals were grown by the Bridgman 共MnSi,
CoSi兲 and the Czochralski 共FeSi兲 methods. The lattice parameters of the crystals, determined by x-ray diffraction, correspond well to literature values 共see Table I兲. Electron-probe
microanalysis showed some deviations from the stoichiometric chemical compositions 共Table I兲, which are common
to the silicide compounds. Note that the deviations from stoichiometry grow with a number of the valence states in the
row: CoSi-FeSi-MnSi.
For further characterization of the crystals, electrical resistivity, magnetic susceptibility, and heat capacity were
measured. Electrical measurements were made by a four terminal dc method. Magnetic susceptibilities were measured
with a Quantum Design magnetic properties measurement
system. Heat capacity was measured with adiabatic vacuum
calorimeter by the heat-pulse method. A linear thermalTABLE I. Lattice parameters 共a兲 and chemical compositions of
MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi.
aa
共Å兲

ab
共Å兲

Metal
共at. %兲

Si
共at. %兲

MnSi

4.5598共2兲

50.63

49.37

FeSi

4.4827共1兲

50.16

49.84

CoSi

4.444共1兲
4.4438共6兲

4.558共2兲 共Ref. 30兲
4.5559共3兲 共Ref. 31兲
4.485共1兲 共Ref. 32兲
4.48798共9兲 共Ref. 33兲
4.438 共Ref. 34兲
4.43 共Ref. 35兲

50.07

49.93

aCurrent

work.
data.

bLiterature
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Temperature dependence of resistivity of
MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi.

expansion measurement of CoSi was performed in a capacitance dilatometer with resolution about 0.05 Å. Figures 1–6
and 12. display results of the corresponding measurements.
Temperature dependence of electrical resistivities of MnSi,
FeSi, and CoSi is shown in Fig. 1. As is seen the resistivity
curve of MnSi reveals existence of the magnetic phase transition at ⬃29 K and a saturation tendency at high temperatures. The residual resistivity is about 2 ⍀ cm, leading to
the residual resistance ratio 共RRR兲 ⬃100. The resistivity of
FeSi demonstrates a complex behavior, which includes three
different regimes. Figure 2共a兲 shows that in the temperature
regime below about 100 K the resistivity can be approximated by the expression for variable range hopping. In the
narrow temperature region of 100–150 K, the resistivity can
be described by a standard activation formula with an energy
gap Eg of 0.06 eV or 690 K 关Fig. 2共b兲兴. Close to room temperature the resistivity crosses over into a saturation regime,
which seems to be too early for a semiconductor with the
indicated gap. That probably signifies the gap closing and
entry into a metallic state in agreement with Refs. 18–20. All
these observations generally agree with literature data 共see,
for instance, Ref. 17兲.
The CoSi resistivity curve behaves like ones of high resistivity alloys with a residual resistivity of ⬃30 ⍀ cm and
the RRR ⬃4.5 共Fig. 1兲. The magnetic susceptibilities of the

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Electrical resistivity on a logarithmic
scale as a function of T−1/4 and T−1 for FeSi.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Magnetic susceptibilities of MnSi, FeSi,
and CoSi as functions of temperature.

compounds as functions of temperature are shown in Fig. 3.
The MnSi susceptibility curve is characterized by the sharp
peak at the magnetic phase transition and the Curie-Weisstype behavior at T ⬎ Tc 共see Refs. 10 and 11兲. The magnetic
susceptibility of FeSi passes through a minimum at T
⬃ 80 K, indicating the existence of an impurity or defect—
induced local magnetic moments at low temperatures and the
high temperature increase in the susceptibility still of controversial nature.13–16 CoSi is diamagnetic over a wide range of
temperatures but displays a paramagnetic behavior at T ⬍
⬃ 50 K. Magnetization of CoSi at two selected temperatures
is depicted in Fig. 4. These data agree well with findings of
Ref. 36 but contradict to the results of Ref. 37, where a
temperature-independent diamagnetic susceptibility was
found in a broad range of temperature. In this connection it is
worth noting that the silicides are always slightly off stoichiometric 共see, for instance, Table I兲 and, hence, contain structural defects serving as traps for electrical carriers at low
temperature with corresponding consequences for the magnetic susceptibility.
The heat capacity divided by temperature 共C p / T兲 for
MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi is shown in Fig. 5. The prominent
anomaly of C p / T with the sharp peak on top of it signifies
the magnetic phase transition in MnSi.10 Extrapolation of
C p / T for MnSi to zero temperature gives an extremely large

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Magnetization of CoSi at T = 30 and 100
K.
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Elastic constants c11 of MnSi, FeSi, and
CoSi.
FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Specific heats of MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi
divided by temperature.

value of the Sommerfeld constant ␥ = 36 mJ/ mol K2, which
defines a magnitude of the electron contribution to the heat
capacity.11 Behavior of C p / T for FeSi and CoSi looks quite
simple at Fig. 5, though in reality it is not true in case of FeSi
at low temperatures.
The heat capacity C p of FeSi was described in Ref. 16 in
the temperature range 0.2–10 K as a combination of the common low-temperature electronic and lattice contributions and
two Schottky anomalies. Surprisingly, a value of ␥
= 1.1 mJ/ mol K2, obtained in Ref. 16, was close to the those
typical of simple metals. However, on the basis of the current
experiments, we could not confirm the conclusion of a finite
value C p / T at T = 0 for FeSi. On the other hand the heat
capacity of CoSi undoubtedly contains a linear temperature
term ␥T with ␥ ⬃ 1.2 mJ/ mol K2 共Fig. 6兲.
The sound-velocity measurements were performed using
a digital pulse-echo technique 共see details in Ref. 12兲 in the
temperature range 4–300 K 共4–150 K for MnSi兲. Samples of
MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi of about 2–4 mm thicknesses and with
orientations along 关100兴, 关110兴, and 关111兴 were cut from big

single crystals. The corresponding surfaces of the samples
were made optically flat and parallel. The 36° Y 共P-wave兲
and 41° X 共S-wave兲 transducers were bonded to the samples
with various adhesives, including silicon greases and superglue. Temperature was measured by a calibrated Cernox sensor with an accuracy of 0.02 K.
The speed of sound and elastic constants are calculated
using the known thickness and density of the samples and
the relationship cij = V2. The precision of the sound-velocity
measurements is about 0.1%, though the absolute accuracy
may be of order 1% mainly due to uncertainty connected
with a phase shift at the transducers sample bond interface.
Results of the measurements and calculations are shown in
Figs. 7–11 and Table II. Low-resolution ultrasonic data for a
number of silicides of transition metals were published in
Ref. 38. The temperature dependence of the elastic moduli of
FeSi was measured previously using the resonant ultrasound
spectroscopy technique.39 The data from Ref. 39 generally
agrees with our results where they overlap at temperatures
共T ⬎ 77 K兲, although some differences in temperature calibration are present.
Now we turn to the analysis of the current data on elastic
properties of MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi. As is seen from Figs. 7
and 8, the values of c11 and c12 elastic constants in the row
MnSi-FeSi-CoSi change according to positions of the metal-

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Specific heats of FeSi and CoSi divided
by temperature 共enlarged view of the low-temperature parts兲.

FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 Elastic constants c12 of MnSi, FeSi, and
CoSi.
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FIG. 9. 共Color online兲 Elastic constants c44 of MnSi, FeSi, and
CoSi.

lic atoms in the Mendeleev periodic table or, in the other
words, according to the number of 3d valence electrons in
these compounds. A slight difference in this characteristic of
the materials evidently result in subtle variation in the cohesion energies and lattice parameters, though that caused quite
observable difference in the elastic constants. It needs to be
emphasized that the mentioned regularity exists despite the
specifics of electron and magnetic structures of the compounds. Indeed it is instructive to look at the situation at low
temperatures where CoSi is a semimetal with a good metallic
value of the Sommerfeld constant, FeSi is a narrow gap
semiconductor, and MnSi is an almost heavy fermion metal
with the helical magnetic structure. The values of c11 and c12
elastic constants are highest for CoSi, then follow FeSi and
MnSi 共Figs. 7 and 8兲.
The situation is different in case of the shear elastic constants c44 共Fig. 9兲 and shear moduli 共c11 − c12兲 / 2 共Fig. 10兲
where FeSi has now the highest value and CoSi the smallest.
It seems quite natural that CoSi with the highest electron
concentration, has the highest bulk modulus K = 共c11
+ 2c12兲 / 3. At the same time, it is not quite clear why CoSi
should have the smallest shear moduli c44 and 共c11 − c12兲 / 2
共Figs. 9 and 10兲. The temperature variations in the elastic
properties of the three compounds are far from triviality.
Though in the case of CoSi there are no significant features
to be seen on the scale of Figs. 7–10. However, if we look

FIG. 10. 共Color online兲 Shear moduli 共c11 − c12兲 / 2 of MnSi,
FeSi, and CoSi.

FIG. 11. 共Color online兲 Elastic constants of CoSi 共enlarged
view兲.

closely at the temperature dependence of CoSi below 60 K
共Fig. 11兲, we can clearly see an unusual softening of the
elastic constants.
The elastic constants c11 and c44 of FeSi strongly decrease
at high temperature as compared with CoSi; whereas c12
grows anomalously over the entire range of temperature. As
a consequence the shear modulus 共c11 − c12兲 / 2 of FeSi drops
off precipitously above 100 K 共Fig. 10兲. This behavior is
consistent with the energy gap closing as indicated in Refs.
18–20. The MnSi elastic constants that control propagation
of longitudinal waves reveal significant softening at ⬃30 K
and small discontinuities at 28.8 K, which corresponds to the
magnetic phase transition in MnSi. In contrast, the shear
elastic moduli, do not show any softening and only respond
to small volume deformations caused by the magnetovolume
effect.11
Returning to CoSi we are reminded that temperature derivatives of physical quantities level off at low temperatures
and tend to zero at T → 0. As seen in Figs. 7–10, this seems
to occur at about T / ⌰D ⬇ 1 / 6, where ⌰D is the Debye tem-

FIG. 12. 共Color online兲 Bulk modulus, heat capacity, and coefficient of thermal expansion of CoSi. Note that the only ultrasound
measurements are sensitive enough to see peculiar properties of
CoSi.
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TABLE II. Elastic constants of MnSi, FeSi, and CoSi 共a—lattice
parameters, ⌰D—Debye temperature, calculated from elastic
constants兲.
MnSi a = 4.5598 Å, ⌰D = 660 K
cij

T = 6.5

T = 78

T = 115

c11
c44
c12

3.2057
1.2615
0.8523

3.2045
1.2582
0.8574

3.2047
1.2540
0.8477

cij

FeSi a = 4.483 Å, ⌰D = 680 K
T = 6.5
T = 77.8

c11
c44
c12

3.4626
1.3916
1.0576

cij

CoSi a = 4.444 Å, ⌰D = 625 K
T = 6.5
T = 77.8

c11
c44
c12

3.5432
1.1847
1.3323

3.4454
1.3858
1.0608

3.5404
1.1857
1.3331

T = 292.8
3.1670
1.2521
1.1298

T = 292.8
3.4529
1.1593
1.3128

perature. But this is not always the case as indicated by the
temperature dependence of the CoSi elastic constants featured in Fig. 11 共see also Fig. 12兲. One can see that with
decreasing temperature the elastic constants of CoSi unexpectedly pass through maxima between 40 and 70 K and
continue to change down to 2.5 K. This may be tied to the
Curie-Weiss-type increase in the magnetic susceptibility of
CoSi below ⬃50 K, associated with local moment formation 共see Figs. 3 and 4兲. The origin of these moments is
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probably connected with conduction electron localization at
lattice defects that in turn renormalize the phonon spectra of
CoSi. A concept of the “electronic glass” may be applicable
to this case.
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this unexplained behavior, the description of the elastic properties of CoSi cannot be done based on a single energy-scale
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characteristic energies down to ⬃1 K may be required.
In summary, we have measured the resistivity, magnetic
susceptibility, heat capacity, and sound velocities in MnSi,
FeSi, and CoSi. All the measured properties of MnSi display
distinct imprints of the magnetic phase transitions at 29 K.
The temperature dependence of resistivity and magnetic susceptibility of FeSi correlate with the anomalous softening of
c11 and c44 and hardening of c12 elastic constants at about
100 K, as compared with the regular behavior of CoSi,
which agrees with the observation of gap closing in FeSi.
The regularity in behavior of the elastic constants of CoSi
appears to be illusive. They continue to change down to the
lowest temperature 共⬃2.5 K兲 seemingly indicates a glasslike
behavior.
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